I. INTRODUCTION
The physical nature of the natural satellites of the solar system is an increasingly interesting question, moreso with the approaching possibilities for closeup observations. The possibilities for direct near-field measurements will depend, however, on the precision with which the satellites can be located. Astrometric observations of these objects are vitally needed for the construction of new orbital theories, but such activity has been very limited in recent years (cf. Pierce 1974) . In 1972, one of us initiated a resumption of the satellite astrometry program at McDonald Observatory, dormant for two decades. We present here the first results from the program.
Our goal is to produce celestial positions and intersatellary distances as accurately as our capacities and facilities will permit.
Consequently, we are studying several innovative techniques, both at the telescope and in the reduction process, in attempts to overcome some of theproblems inherent in the observation of satellites. In the case of the Saturn system, excluding Saturn IX (Phoebe), the overriding problem is the proximity of the satellites to the planet and its ring system, creating a serious background gradient on the plate. This background sometimes obscures the closest satellites and, as was discovered in the course of this work, affects the apparent position of the image centroid, thus degrading the astrometric positions unless countermeasures are taken. This problem can be combatted at the telescope by the use of spot filters . (ascu 1968) and in the reduction process by modelling the field gradient. Although we have begun.using such filters for some observations, the 1972 plates were taken in the conventional way. Thus, we have used these plates to investigate the effectiveness of computerized post-processing.
II. OBSERVATIONS
The observations were taken. with the 2.1 meter Otto Struve reflector and the 76 cm reflector of the McDonald Observatory on 1972 December 27-31, approximately three weeks after Saturn opposition. All exposures were taken on Kodak IIaD plates, with no filters or other magnitude compensation; most of the plates contained either four or six exposures.
The plate scale at Cassegrain focus is 7.7"/mm on the 2.1 m instrument and 20"/mm on the 76 cm, giving 8x10 fields of about 04 x 05 and l1 x 14, respectively. The true effective field of the smaller instrument was reduced by about one-third by vignetting. The interval between the first and last plates was sufficiently short that a large fraction of the background star field was common to all plates.
III. REDUCTION AND RESULTS
In principle, the large plate scale available from either of the two instruments is an astrometric advantage. One tends to find, however, that this advantage is somewhat tarnished when one looks for standard reference stars. The field of the present observations falls in the Paris zone of the Asfirographic Catalogue (plate-249), and many of the field stars are given there. This is, however, an unreduced section of the AC with (x,y) measures only. Also, the epoch of the AC plate is 1909, and no proper motions are available. The use of the AC was abandoned. It was not possible to use the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Catalogue directly, since no plate contained more than two SAO stars. In the light of reports (e.g. Humstead 1974 , Douglas-1974 ) that accuracies of 0':3-0'.'5 could be obtained by such a method, a multistep reduction.using the National Geographic-Palomar Sky Survey (PSS) plates was adopted.
The observation field was located on the copies of both E and 0 plates available at the University of Texas at Austin. The glass copies were used because of better dimensional stability than can be obtained with the paper copies. The E plates appeared to have better quality stellar images in this particular field, and were selected for our use on that basis. A two degree square concentric with the observation field was selected as having enough SAO stars to provide a good reference net to control the statistical errors in the determination of astrometric coordinates of fainter stars to be used as reference points in the reduction of the Saturn field. Conformable to Evans' law*, this square is divided between two of the PSS plates (El461, E1481).
Sufficient overlap exists between these two to permit a combined plate reduction using the techniques developed by Eichhorn (1959) to strengthen the solution. The reduction used 24 SAO stars from plate E1461 and 21 from E1481, with six common to the two plates.
These were used to determine the coordinates of 59 stars in the Saturn *"The place that you're looking for is always on the fold of the map." D. S. Evans field, 30 of which were common to the two PSS plates. 
where ( Table 1 , the resulting plate constants in Table 2 , and the coordinates of the satellite field stars in Table 3 .
The satellite plates have been measured in two different ways.
First, the same regimen was followed on the manual Mann engine as was used on the PSS plates. Subsequently, they have been remeasured on the NASA/Skylab PDS microdensitometer at the University of Texas at Austin (Abbot, Benedict and Shelus 1974 ) . The nature of the problem that led to the use of the microdensitometer can be explained with the aid of figure 1. When multiple exposures are taken on a single plate, the declination screw on the camera is offset before each additional exposure except the last. The last is offset in right ascension to establish the time sequence of the images. It is often the case that a given satellite will be so positioned that some of the exposures will be relatively distant from the overexposed part of the field (e.g. positions 5 and 5 in figure 1 , showing one possible configuration) some will be deeper into this area but still measurable (1, 2, 4), and some will be lost totally (position 3) in the planet image. The purpose of multiple exposures is to provide a -E statistical improvement in deduced positions, but this assumes that the images are consistent. To examine the internal consistency of the positions obtained from the measures of such a configuration, it is first necessary to account for the motion of the satellite system through the star field between individual exposures. In the present instance, the motion in right ascension was significant (02/min), but that in declination negligible. After this was taken into account, there was evidence in the hand measures of a serious effect due to the background gradient.
It is not certain to what degree this is physiological or psychological'
in the measurer's response to the gradient surrounding the planet image.
The reduction procedure used on the microdensitometer measures, yet unpublished, is based on a technique developed by W. van Altena (1974).
It uses two-dimensional density scanning and digital background gradient modelling to define the effective centroid of the image with zero background. After accounting for system motion, the PDS measures within a given plate are found to be consistent to within 0~. in both coordinates. (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) between the PSS plate epoch and the observations, we estimate that the contribution from proper motions is negligible, at least being averaged out by the relatively large sample of reference stars.
unless there are non-isotropic effects. The uncertainty estimates
given are based on a quadratic sum of statistical scatter and an estimate of catalogue systematics. The reduced observations, corrected
for the E-terms of aberration, are tabulated in Tables 4 (Mann measures) and 5 (PDS measures); the latter are recommended as being the more reliable. Refraction has been effectively accounted for by the plate reduction process. In addition to absolute coordinates, the tables give intersatellary distances relative to Saturn VI; these should be much more reliable, being affected only by the measurement errors.
It seems worthwhile to comment on both the format and content of Tables 4 and 5 CNo asterisk = plate E1461, * = plate E1481, ** = both). FODOOT FRAME I FOLDOUT FRME .FK;LDOUf FRAME FLUL.DOUT ERAML FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME
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